
REPRESENTING CRIME VICTIMS CALLS FOR CREATIVITY

By Franklin W. Shoichet, Esq.

It is over now, a five-year battle fought on behalf of the families of two Washington state murder victims. In 1993, 
when Ted M. walked over to his next-door neighbors' house and shot them both to death, the families of the 
victims--Robert J., 31, and Jennifer F., 20--could not reasonably expect to recover much for their devastating losses. 
Although Ted, 58, owned his home, it was in poor shape and worth little. In addition, almost all insurance policies 
exclude coverage for "intentional acts." Ted's only income was a $1,200 per month pension he had earned as a 
municipal garbage truck driver. Not only that, he was unquestionably mentally ill--even the prosecution's expert 
witnesses agreed he was insane. (Ted had delusions that Robert and Jennifer were spying on him, and sending poison 
gas into his home.) Ted was adjudged not guilty by reason of insanity, and sent to Washington State's main mental 
hospital. Most likely, he will never be released. 

One of the sad ironies of our civil justice system is that when victims of violent crime seek compensation for their 
injuries, the deck is often stacked against them. A lawyer representing victims of violent crime--especially the family of 
a murder victim--has to be creative and persistent when pursuing justice for his or her clients.

The attorney cannot accept at face value assurances from anyone who stands to gain or lose from the crime, or from 
those whose negligence may not be criminal, but which helped to make the crime possible. In short, the need for a 
victim's attorney to perform detective work really just begins when the criminal trial ends. The goals of a criminal trial 

a review of the criminal file. 

Litigation Strategy

My five-year representation of Robert's and Jennifer's families involved many discrete steps along the way. Step 1: 
Sue the killer's guardianship estate. First, the victims' families sued Ted's estate. Because Ted was insane, a 
guardianship had been established, with his son, Mel, a local truck driver, the appointed guardian. Mel produced Ted's 
homeowner's insurance policy. As expected, it had an "intentional acts" exclusion. However, pursuant to Washington 
case law, the court could take Ted's insanity into consideration in deciding whether he lacked "intent" such that his 
insurer could avoid coverage. (1) Step 2: Get the insurer to tender the policy limits. While the limits were only 
$50,000, this amount, which the insurer soon paid, helped fund the rest of the litigation. 

We turned our focus to Ted's remaining assets. Mel was being evasive on this topic. Contrary to a court order, he did 
not file an inventory for the guardianship. Following up on suspicions, we learned that Mel had put down $40,000 on a 
house after becoming guardian--which seemed odd for someone who had filed for bankruptcy two years earlier, listing 
his father as a creditor. Step 3: Get Mel ousted as guardian, and have an honest one appointed. The probate court 
readily came to our aid in accomplishing this step. 

Step 4: Work with the new guardian to find Ted's other assets, such as what we discovered was $100,000 in 
bank savings. The new guardian settled with the plaintiffs, in part by agreeing to pay approximately $650 per month 
from Ted's pension check, in addition to the $50,000 insurance payment. (2) (Because of peculiarities in state and 
federal law, the protection afforded some types of retirement pensions was not available to protect Ted's pension 
payments from collection. (3)) More significantly, the new guardian agreed to assign to the victims' families any claims 
the guardianship estate had against Mel or anyone acting in concert with him.

There was an unforeseen problem in collecting these amounts. The state asserted a lien on Ted's estate for the cost of 



caring for a criminally insane patient, a procedure established by statute. (4) Incredibly, the state insisted on its priority 

drafted pursuant to a statute authorizing collection on the basis of the insane patient's "ability to pay." The statutory 
standards were not a model of clarity, and the regulations omitted from the "ability to pay" factors any mention of 
money owed by the criminally insane patient to his or her victims. (5) However, the law of statutory construction 
sometimes allows for retroactive application of a statutory amendment where it is enacted to clarify existing law or 
legislative intent. (6) 

Step 5: Ask the legislature to clarify its delegation of authority. Two of the legislature's most notable crime victim 
advocates, Rep. Ida Ballasiotes and Rep. Jeralita Costa, prepared a bill to clarify the "ability to pay" legislation to 
recognize crime victims' interests. At the committee hearings, a spokesperson for the administrative agency that had 
insisted for two years on priority of payment testified in support of the bill. It passed unanimously. Governor Lowry 
signed the bill, with Robert's and Jennifer's families looking on. 

We then turned our focus back to Mel. With the assistance of his mother (and Ted's ex-wife), a bookkeeper, Mel had 
prepared a financial report of sorts. Tens of thousands of dollars in unaccounted for cash withdrawals had taken place, 
and Mel and his mother both testified at deposition that they could not remember what these were for. 

Step 6: Obtain a judgment against Mel. (7) On a motion for summary judgment, the judge entered a total award of 
over $250,000. The award was large for several reasons. For one, Washington law allows pre-judgment interest on 
amounts that are "liquidated," i.e., capable of calculation with precision without reliance on opinion or discretion. (8) 
This policy is especially strong in cases involving looting of guardianship estates. (9) In addition, Mel was liable for 
attorney's fees which were awardable when recovering a guardianship estate's assets. (10) 

Step 7: Attempt to collect the judgment against Mel. Mel was not willing to cooperate in the collection of the 
judgment. He promptly filed for Chapter 13 "wage earner" bankruptcy. (11) What Mel had done as guardian was the 
type of "defalcation of fiduciary duty" that is non-dischargeable under a Chapter 7 bankruptcy. (12) But the Chapter 13 
list of non-dischargeable debts does not include all of the Chapter 7 non-dischargeable debts. Fiduciary defalcations, 
fraud, and embezzlement may all be discharged under Chapter 13. (13) Mel was allowed to pay approximately 
twenty-five cents on the summary judgment dollar pursuant to a so-called "best efforts" plan, (14) whereby he returned 
the equity in his house, returned the boat he had bought with guardianship funds, and paid approximately $200 a 
month for five years. 

Step 8: Look beyond Mel to recover Ted's assets. Mel's Uncle Jerry (Ted's brother), knowing Mel was Ted's 
guardian, obtained from guardianship funds a high risk, $10,000 investment in a gold mine in which Jerry had an 
ownership interest. The last thing I expected to be doing on behalf of Robert's and Jennifer's families was a securities 
law case, (15) but you do what you have to do. Because the gold mine was not the kind of "prudent investment" that is 
required of a guardian, Jerry's insurer ultimately paid back the $10,000, with interest and attorney's fees of $ 6,500. 

Step 9: Recover from Mel's mother. In examining bank records, we noticed a curious pattern. Soon after Mel made 
large withdrawals from his father's IRA, his mother would visit her safe deposit box. Mel's mother told her lawyer 
about the "records" she had kept of her safe deposit box visits, showing large amounts of cash from Mel placed in the 
box at the crucial times. Periodically, Mel would ask for withdrawals to purchase items such as his new boat and car 
license tabs for his girlfriend. Mel's mother, ever the bookkeeper, kept meticulous records of the safe deposit box 
transactions. An all-day mediation resulted in a $ 42,000 settlement with Mel's mother.

Step 10: Settle with Mel's lawyer. Rather than ensuring that Mel performed the tasks the court had assigned to him, 
Mel's guardianship lawyer sat back, believing he owed no duty to Ted, the ward for whom the guardianship had been 
established. (16) In the end, this approach to guardianship matters cost him a $130,000 settlement with the plaintiffs. 

Step 11: Settle with Mel's girlfriend. Mel's girlfriend-who received thousands of dollars in "gifts" from her boyfriend 



who had paid for them with guardianship money-was ordered by the court to return these fraudulent "gifts." (17) Before 
the court rendered its final judgment, she paid back $10,000 she owed.

Mental Health System

Prior to murdering Robert and Jennifer, Ted M. had a long history with the mental health system. Four months before 
the killings, a mental health professional in a neighboring county ordered that Ted be detained and evaluated for 
possible commitment. We later learned that she noted in her chart that Ted was the "most globally paranoid man I have 
seen in a very long time." During her deposition, she testified as follows: "He just, after thousands of contacts with 
psychotic people for me to have noted that he was the most globally paranoid person that I had seen in a long time, 
there was some significance to that. I mean, he was that paranoid."

A three-day period of "evaluation and treatment" at a local hospital was required before a court could determine 
whether Ted should be committed. (18) The hospital's intake chart for Ted was ominous:

He was grandiose in discussing his intelligence and how he had managed to avoid 'all those people out there earning 
$100,000 a year who are trying to put me away for life.' He denied suicidal ideation but stated he would kill the people
who are after him if he could. 

Despite his initial statements, Ted was warehoused in the hospital for three days. On the morning of Ted's commitment 
hearing, a hospital social worker spoke with a local community mental health agency where Ted had previously been a 
patient. An agency representative testified at deposition that he and his colleagues were "all aware that [Ted] had these 
weapons in his house," especially after a "frightening" home visit when Ted tried to get agency employees down to his 
basement to show them his gun collection. The agency worker--who recommended further hospitalization for 
Ted--later testified:

I think he should have been detained. I mean I believe people have the right to be crazy. But unfortunately, I thought 
he might act on it one day.

Q. If he had made such a [threatening] statement ?

A. Yeah, sure.

Unfortunately, none of this information had been mentioned at Ted's commitment hearing. Rather than detain Ted for 
another fourteen days for further evaluation, the mental health court released him under a "less restrictive order." (19) 
This order released him if, for the next ninety days, he complied with its conditions, which included: "Follow treatment 
recommendations of [the community mental health agency] and any case manager appointed for him by [it]." The 
hospital never disclosed to the court that Ted had a long history of non-cooperation with that very agency--a fact that 
the hospital social worker had learned in her call to Ted's case manager at the agency. The social worker's last note 
stated: "Hopefully, the [court order] will provide the structure the patient needs." Rather than reinforce that structure, 
the hospital's sole instruction to Ted on its discharge form was: "Stay away from junk food." Step 12: Sue the hospital 
for its negligent investigation of Ted, its failure to provide the court with the information that it discovered from 
the agency, and its failure to arrange for proper care for Ted. (20)

During the next ninety days, Ted did not cooperate with the local mental health agency. As a result, a county mental 
health worker could have brought Ted back before a judge, or Ted could have been summoned back to court through 
another court procedure. (21) However, not wanting to "jeopardize" its relationship with Ted, the agency never notified 
either the county mental health authorities or the court of Ted's non-cooperation. After ninety days, the "less restrictive 



order" expired of its own terms. As far as the government mental health system knew, the order had been a success, 
and no further action was taken. 

The mental health agency's silence was only part of the story. While reading the police murder investigation file, I 
discovered yet another serious mistake. A man named Kyle, a court employee who knew Ted, had become fearful 
about Ted's mental state. In addition to his usual paranoid ramblings, Ted had recently brandished a gun at a local 
fishing spot they both frequented. Ted told Kyle that he was thinking of coming to the courthouse to kill a judge who 
Ted believed had persecuted him.

Kyle called the county mental health agency, told the story once, received a call back, and told the story again. The 
county did not act, but referred Kyle to the community mental health agency that had been treating Ted. Kyle called 
them and told the story for the third time. He got a call back from Ted's case manager, the same one who knew about 
the guns. Kyle told the story for the fourth time, and the case manager promised to do something. Nothing was done. 
Step 13: Sue the community mental health agency and the county for their failure to take steps to protect 
against the foreseeable danger that Ted presented. (22) The county and the agency denied any record of Kyle's 
calls. Fortunately for the plaintiffs, there were witnesses to Kyle's efforts.

The county's records contained an extraordinary memorandum of a meeting with state mental health authorities. 
Deinsitutionalization had become the new mental health order in Washington, as elsewhere. Unfortunately, funding for 
community agencies never reached minimally adequate levels. Jails became the new mental health wards, as 
"deinstitutionalized" patients were left to "decompensate" to the point of criminality. (23) Less than a year before 
Robert's and Jennifer's murders, the state warned the county that it was sending too many people to the state hospital, 
creating the need to open up wards to house the new patients. According to the memorandum, a state official allegedly 
stated: "Money to pay for these wards would be taken from any additional community funding the legislature might 
appropriate." By the following month, new admissions to the state's mental hospital dropped by thirty percent. 

Step 14: Sue the state for its threat to reduce funding of local mental health agencies unless they sent less 
patients to the state mental hospital. In discovery, county officials denied the statement quoted above, but a state 
official conceded in deposition that the threat had been made. 

We also learned the county had pursued its own interpretation of the state law which empowered county authorities to 
re-apprehend patients who did not comply with "less restrictive orders," or to summon them to court. (24) County 
officials refused to use the latter procedure, and insisted that re-apprehension could only be used if patients were known 
to be deteriorating. How such a deterioration could be diagnosed without bringing the patient in for re-evaluation was 
never explained.

All four defendants moved for summary judgment, claiming numerous forms of immunity, (25) lack of proximate cause, 
(26) and lack of a recognized duty to the victims. (27) Happily, Robert's and Jennifer's families were in court to hear the 
judge reject each plea for dismissal, asking one non-plussed defense attorney: "Do you get the feeling you are in a heap 
of trouble?"

The mental health case settled the following week during an all-day mediation for another $265,000, primarily from the 
hospital and the community mental health agency. 

If Ted lives a normal life expectancy, we expect the total recovery for these efforts to be about $700,000. The only 
basis under Washington law for an award to Robert's and Jennifer's parents was for the net lost future accumulations to 
each decedent's estate. (28) Given the fact that Jennifer was an unemployed high-school drop-out, that Robert was 
part-owner of a struggling new telephone solicitation business, that they were unmarried and childless, and that 
Washington does not permit punitive damages awards, the dollar amounts recovered were much more than expected. 

The road to civil accountability for a terrible criminal act can be long and full of obstacles. But the courage and 
persistence of victims, coupled with creative advocacy on their behalf, can force accountability, even in the face of 



conspiracies of greed, official and professional cover-ups, and an unwillingness to face up to the consequences of a 
mental health system that seemed to take leave of all sanity. 

Franklin W. Shoichet, Esq. is a charter member of the National Crime Victim Bar Association and has practiced law 
in Seattle for twenty-four years. The names of the parties have been changed to comply with a confidentiality 
agreement with one of the defendants.
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